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MS 237/2 Institute of Jewish Affairs Sequence 2: legislative subjects and international
organisations

MS 237/2/1
IJA 2

Law and law reforms in Russia: newspaper cuttings, articles, some
in French, German or Russian; Radio Liberty research papers;
bibliographical references

1972-87

MS 237/2/2
IJA 2

Russian law and Russian Jewry: printed articles; research report of
the IJA; working paper for the committee on legal activities;
extracts from international treaties signed by Russia

1966-81

IJA 2
MS 237 2/3

Civil code and code of civil procedure in Russia: copies of papers,
in Russian; bibliographical references

1976-7

IJA 2
MS 237 2/4

Criminal code in Russia: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in
French or Russian; notes; press releases; reports of Radio Liberty
and Amnesty International; extracts of the criminal code;
bibliographical references

1960-89

IJA 2
MS 237 2/5

Criminal code in Russia - drugs: newspaper cuttings 1986-7

IJA 2
MS 237 2/6

Criminal code in Russia - hooliganism: newspaper cutting;
bibliographical references

1973-9

IJA 2
MS 237 2/7

Criminal code in Russia - vagrancy/parasitism: newspaper cuttings;
journal articles, one in German; text of monitored broadcasts; some
in German; Radio Liberty research reports; copies of printed
articles; notes

1977-87

IJA 2
MS 237 2/8

Constitution of Russia: newspaper cuttings; extracts of
constitutional legislation in Pravda; Radio Liberty research report

1988-90

IJA 2
MS 237 2/9

Constitution of Russia - new draft: newspapers, many in Russian,
one in Hebrew script; IJA research report; pamphlet; extracts from
former constitution

1977

IJA 2
MS 237 2/10

Constitution of Russia - commentaries: newspapers and newspaper
cuttings, some in German, Russian or Polish; Radio Liberty and
IJA research reports; text of monitored broadcasts; printed articles,
including one in Italian; pamphlet by L.I.Breshnev; bibliographical
references

1977-82

IJA 2
MS 237 2/11

Russian law - association, assembly, demonstration, freedom of:
newspaper cuttings, some in Russian, one in German; journal
articles; translation of an interview with A.V.Buturlin, Procurator
of Uzbek; Radio Liberty research report; extracts of legislation in
Pravda

1978-90

IJA 2
MS 237 2/12

Russian law - capital punishment: newspaper cuttings, some in
German or French; Amnesty International and Radio Liberty
reports; journal article; articles including ̀ Soviet jurists challenge
application of death penalty in USSR' by Valeri M.Albert;
bibliographical reference

1965-87

IJA 2
MS 237 2/13

Russian law - citizenship: newspaper cuttings, some in Russian,
one in Polish; extracts of legislation in Pravda; journal articles;
IJA and Radio Liberty research reports; printed articles; printed
hearings before the Commission on security and cooperation in
Europe

1973-90
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IJA 2
MS 237 2/14

Russian law - consular regulations: newspaper cuttings, in Russian;
typescript papers; bibliographical reference

1976, 1981

IJA 2
MS 237 2/15

Russian law - copyright: newspaper cuttings, one in French;
printed article; Radio Liberty research reports

1973-86

IJA 2
MS 237 2/16

Russian law - court organisation: newspaper and JTA and press
service cuttings, including some in German or Russian; journal
articles; printed articles, including one in French; programme for
an International Bar Association and Association of Soviet
Lawyers seminar in Moscow

1965-89

IJA 2
MS 237 2/17

Russian law - defence, right to; equality before the law; right to a
fair trial: newspaper cuttings, including one in French; journal
articles; Radio Liberty research reports

1972-87

IJA 2
MS 237 2/18

Russian law - detention, administrative: printed papers; journal
articles

1978-84

IJA 2
MS 237 2/19

Russian law - detention, short term: extracts of journal articles and
a book on the Shcharansky trial; text of monitored broadcasts;
paper, in Russian; booklet My visit to the Gulag Archipelago by
Lev Gendin; bibliographical reference

1974-81

IJA 2
MS 237 2/20

Russian law - education: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in
Russian; translations of speeches and press releases; journal
articles; printed paper, in Russian; copies of United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation convention
against discrimination in education and protocol; Radio Liberty
research reports; bibliographical reference

1976

IJA 2
MS 237 2/21

Russian law - effective remedy, protection of the rights of citizens:
newspaper articles, some in Russian; journal articles; translation of
the text of the procedure of appeal to the courts against illegal
actions by officials infringing upon citizens rights

1972-88

IJA 2
MS 237 2/22

Russian law - enterprises, law on: newspaper cuttings; newspaper,
in Russian; magazine article; translation of legislation

1987-90

IJA 2
MS 237 2/23

Russian law - enterprises, joint: newspaper cuttings; newspaper;
article; paper by Juliana Geran Pilon `A yellow light on US joint
ventures with the Soviets'

1987-90

IJA 2
MS 237 2/24

Russian law - entry and exit regulations: newspaper cuttings and
articles; printed papers; booklet by Sidney Heitman `The right to
leave: the new Soviet draft law on emigration'; copies of
regulations and of legislation, in Russian, with English
translations; copies of certificates, in Russian; Radio Liberty
research reports; typescript paper, in German

1972-91
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IJA 2
MS 237 2/25

Russian law - entry and exit regulations: newspaper, JTA and press
service cuttings, some in Russian or German; journal articles;
translation of sessions of the Supreme Soviet; Radio Liberty
research reports; translations of articles, including K.Yur'ev ̀ In the
spirit of Helsinki'; bibliographical reference

1972-91

IJA 2
MS 237 2/26

Russian law - entry and exit regulations, Advisory Panel on
International Law study on the right to leave: agendas; session
papers, including the report of the sub-committee on the right to
leave; statement of the IJA

1985-6

IJA 2
MS 237 2/27

Russian law - exile: newspaper and bulletin cuttings and articles;
journal article

1978-89

IJA 2
MS 237 2/28

Russian law - firearms: journal article 1977

IJA 2
MS 237 2/29

Russian law - glasnos: newspaper cuttings; newspaper article, in
Russian; journal articles

1987-9

IJA 2
MS 237 2/30

Russian law - government participation, right to take part in
government, to vote, to be elected and to have access to public
service: translation of legislation; Radio Liberty research report

1979, 1988

IJA 2
MS 237 2/31

Russian law - health: journal articles 1969, 1987

IJA 2
MS 237 2/32

Russian law - housing legislation: Radio Liberty research reports 1979-86

IJA 2
MS 237 2/33

Russian law - housing legislation, decree on lease and leasehold
arrangements: newspaper cuttings; journal articles; text of
legislation in Russian

1989

IJA 2
MS 237 2/34

Russian law - inheritance, property law: newspaper cuttings, one
in German; journal articles; translation of legislation

1977-90

IJA 2
MS 237 2/35

Russian law - labour: newspaper cuttings; journal articles; Radio
Liberty research reports

1976-88

IJA 2
MS 237 2/36

Russian law - labour, individual activity: newspaper cuttings and
articles, some in Russian or French; journal articles; translations of
legislation and of reports on legislation

1986-90

IJA 2
MS 237 2/37

Russian law - labour, corrective: journal articles; Radio Liberty
research reports; printed articles; pamphlet in Russian; report by
Valeri M.Albert `New Soviet legislation on prisons and camps'

1969-86

IJA 2
MS 237 2/38

Russian law - labour, struggle against derivation of non-labour
income: newspaper cuttings; journal articles; translations of
newspaper reports; legislation, in Russian; Radio Liberty research
report

1985-7

IJA 2
MS 237 2/39

Russian law - labour, dismissal from work: journal articles; text of
monitored broadcast; bibliographical reference

1977-86

IJA 2
MS 237 2/40

Russian law - labour, work collectives: journal article; Radio
Liberty research report; supplement of Moscow news

1983

IJA 2 Russian law - law process, law on the procedure of appeal to the 1977-88
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MS 237 2/41 courts against illegal actions by officials infringing upon citizens'
rights: journal articles; text of monitored broadcasts; printed paper
in Czech [?]

IJA 2
MS 237 2/42

Russian law - law process, violation of: newspaper cuttings;
journal articles; Radio Liberty research reports; extracts from book
on the Shcharansky case

1968-87

IJA 2
MS 237 2/43

Russian law - marriage and family code: journal article;
translations of newspaper reports; newspaper cutting; Radio
Liberty research report; copy of a booklet in Russian

1969-84

IJA 2
MS 237 2/44

Russian law - nationalities/minorities: journal articles; translation
of legislation; newspaper, in Russian; pamphlet, in German; extract
from a book on the Shcharansky case; copy of an article `The
collective cultural rights of Soviet Jewry' by Jerome E.Singer;
bibliographical reference

1972-90

IJA 2
MS 237 2/45

Russian law - opinion, freedom of: newspaper cuttings and articles,
some in Russian; journal articles; translations of legislation; text
of monitored broadcasts; Radio Liberty research reports; booklet
in Russian; notes; bibliographical references

1972-90

IJA 2
MS 237 2/46

Russian law - passport regulations: newspaper cuttings, some in
Russian or German; journal articles; articles, some in Russian or
German; translations of reports; bibliographical reference

1968-89

IJA 2
MS 237 2/47

Russian law - pensions: Radio Liberty research report; article from
Soviet news

1979-80

IJA 2
MS 237 2/48

Russian law - prisons, camps: newspaper, JTA and press service
cuttings and articles, including one in German and one in French;
journal articles; booklet on the living conditions and state of health
of prisoners of Zion in Russian prisons; booklet on repression of
Jews in Russia; typescript list of camp addresses; Amnesty
International paper on conditions in the labour colony Permskaya;
Radio Liberty research reports; report by Professor Peter
Reddaway `The forced labour camps in the USSR today: an
unrecognised example of modern inhumanity'; maps;
bibliographical references

1973-88

IJA 2
MS 237 2/49

Russian law - prisoners, rights and treatment of: newspaper
cuttings and articles, including one in German; journal articles; text
of monitored broadcast; extract from a book on the Shcharansky
case

1977-87

IJA 2
MS 237 2/50

Russian law - privacy, searches: newspaper cuttings, including one
each in German and Russian; text of monitored broadcasts; extracts
from books; typescript paper `Searches, arrests, harassment and
imprisonment of Hebrew teachers and Jewish activists in the
Soviet Union, Sep 1984-Aug 1985'; typescript list of searches,
arrests and imprisonments in 1984

1978-89

IJA 2
MS 237 2/51

Russian law - the procuracy: translations of reports; journal article,
in Polish; extracts from a book on the Shcharansky case

1978-87

IJA 2 
MS 237 2/52

Russian law - psychiatry: newspaper cuttings, including one each
in French and Russian; journal articles; translation of text of
interview

1977-89
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IJA 2
MS 237 2/53

Russian law - punitive conscription: newspaper cuttings, one in
French; articles from books, including one by Anatoly
Shcharansky; paper; text of law on military service, in Russian

1977-89

IJA 2
MS 237 2/54

Russian law - residence, freedom to choose, and liberty of
movement: journal articles; Radio Liberty research reports

1974-88

IJA 2
MS 237 2/55

Russian law - secession: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in
German; journal articles

1990

IJA 2
MS 237 2/56

Russian law - security restrictions: newspaper cuttings; journal
articles

1986-8

IJA 2
MS 237 2/57

Russian law - state secrets and right to leave: newspaper cuttings;
journal articles, including one each in German and in Hebrew
script; memorandums; papers of the National Council for Soviet
Jewry; translation of a paper `Burglary under the guise of
generosity' by B.Antonov; final document of the International
Symposium `Freedom of movement of all' address by Professor
Yoram Dinstein to the International Council of the World
Conference on Soviet Jewry; seminar paper for the International
Bar Association and Association of Soviet Lawyers conference;
draft manual on representing refusniks; articles, including one in
Russian; Radio Liberty and IJA research reports; work paper of the
Madrid conference on the law of the world; extracts from a book
on the Shcharansky case; printed report of the special study sub-
committee of the committee on the judiciary of the House of
Representatives of the United States of America on its trip to
Russia, 1975; bibliographical references

1971-89

IJA 2
MS 237 2/58

Russian law - surveillance: journal article; Radio Liberty research
reports

1974-86

IJA 2
MS 237 2/59

Russian law - surveillance, telecommunication interception:
newspaper cuttings, some in Russian; journal articles; text of
monitored broadcast; resolutions of the International
Telecommunications Union

1971-90

IJA 2
MS 237 2/60

Russian law - Supreme Soviet, elections: newspaper article in
German; journal articles; copies of regulations and laws of the
Supreme Soviet

1979-89

IJA 2
MS 237 2/61

Russian law - tariffs, customs regulations: newspaper articles,
some in Hebrew script, Russian or Polish; journals articles,
including one in German; memorandum on regulations; testimony
of Vladlen Pavlenkov before the fifth international Sakharov
hearing; translation of an article by A.Efimovich; Radio Liberty
and IJA research reports; bibliographical references

1976-85

IJA 2
MS 237 2/62

Russian law - union treaty: newspaper cuttings and article, one in
French; journal article

1990-1

IJA 2
MS 237 2/63

Russian law - visits, contacts: newspaper cuttings; journal articles;
press release; translation of an article by K.Yur'ev

1986-7

IJA 2.10
MS 237 2/64

Russian monitoring practices - surveillance of post: newspaper
cuttings, including one in German and two in Hebrew script;
journal articles; Radio Liberty research reports; press release, in
German; paper, in German; translation of a paper; postal `black'
list, in Russian, of refusniks who are not allowed to receive postal
items; correspondence, some in French; memorandum on behalf of

1976-88
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the National Council of Soviet Jewry; printed hearings before the
sub-committee on postal operations and services of the committee
on post office and civil service of the House of Representatives,
United States of America, on Russian disruption of postal services;
printed report prepared for the committee on post office and civil
service of the House of Representatives; pamphlets on postal
services between Russia and the United States of America;
bibliographical reference

IJA 2.11
MS 237 2/65

Russian monitoring practices - telephone violations: newspaper
cuttings and article, one in German; journal articles; guidelines for
telephone calls to Russian Jews; letter with lists of refusniks whose
telephone lines have been disconnected

1975-88

IJA 2.2
MS 237 2/66

Russia monitoring practices - book monitoring: newspaper
cuttings; journal articles; letter; list of names and addresses and
details of complaint of those who have been sending books to
family in Russia

1982-6

IJA 2.3
MS 237 2/67

Russian monitoring practices - radio jamming: newspaper cuttings,
some in Russian; journal articles; translations of reports;
correspondence

1973-90

IJA 20
MS 237 2/68

Human rights: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in French or
German; journal articles; United States information service papers; 
Human rights international documentation system lists; paper of
the committee for human rights in Argentina; Hansard; hearings on
human rights in Argentina before the sub-committee on
international organisations of the committee on international
relations of the House of Representatives, United States of
America; report submitted to the United States senate and House
of Representatives on country reports on human rights practices;
first reading of an act to extend the present laws in Canada that
proscribe discrimination and that protect the privacy of individuals
before the House of Commons of Canada; United Nations
information notes; `Informe sobre la conferencia interamericana
especializada sobre derechos humanos'; speech by Lady Gaitskell
in the third committee of the United Kingdom Mission to the
United States; International year for human rights newsletter;
bibliographical references

1967-88

IJA 200
MS 237 2/69

Human rights - international documents: newspaper cuttings,
including some in German, Hebrew script or Hungarian; journal
articles, including one in French; articles of the convention on the
prevention and punishment of the crime of genocide; articles of the
convention on the nationality of married women; articles of the
convention on the political rights of women; signatures,
ratifications and accessions to the Geneva convention of 12 Aug
1949 and to the two additional protocols of 8 Jun 1977, 1979;
human rights international instruments, 1978-81; correspondence;
reports of the coordination committee for human rights of indicated
activities and received documentation; text of a message by
Secretary General U Thant on human rights day; report, in Dutch;
bibliographical references

1966-81

IJA 200.0
MS 237 2/70

Human rights - international declaration: newspaper cuttings and
articles, some in French or German and one in Italian; journal
articles; UNESCO press release; ̀ Convention et recommendations
adoptées par la conférence générale'; bibliographical references

1969-85

IJA 200.12 International covenant on civil and political rights: newspaper 1966-76
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MS 237 2/71 cuttings, some in German; journal articles; IJA research reports;
copies of United Nations papers on the covenants on human rights;
typescript paper `International covenant on human rights'; printed
resolutions, in French, of the general assembly of the United
Nations; bibliographical references

IJA 200.13
MS 237 2/72

International covenant on economics, social and cultural rights:
articles of the covenant; copy of a letter from Blaine Sloan,
director of the general legal division of the office of legal affairs,
United Nations

1976, 1979

IJA 200.2
MS 237 2/73

Genocide convention: newspaper cuttings; journal articles, one in
French; articles of the convention aimed at presenting destruction
of groups and at punishing those responsible; 

1973-86

IJA 200.2(20)
MS 237 2/74

Genocide convention - United State of America: newspaper
cuttings; journal articles; hearings before a sub-committee of the
committee on foreign relations of the United States senate; extract
from Congressional record; correspondence and memorandums of
the American Jewish Committee

1965-72

IJA 200.3
MS 237 2/75

European convention on human rights: newspaper cuttings, some
in French or German; World Jewish Congress paper relating to
EEC regulations and Jewish ritual slaughter; letter from Michael
Fidler, MP, to Robert Carr, Home Secretary; memorandum, in
French, from A.Kaplan, to members of the council of the World
Jewish Congress; typescript memorandum by Dr G.Warburg for
members of the session on the European convention on human
rights; printed convention and protocol of convention; reports on
the convention on cases heard before it

1950-85

IJA 200.30
MS 237 2/76

European convention against incitement to racial, national and
religious hatred: correspondence; memorandum; draft resolution
number 4

1966

IJA 200.4
MS 237 2/77

International convention against racial discrimination: newspaper
cuttings, some in German; United Nations pamphlets; reports on
race relations in Poland, Ukraine and Syria considered before the
committee on the elimination of racial discrimination; information
document for the World conference to combat racism and racial
discrimination; copies of the convention, in English and French;
journal articles, one in German; report by the commission on
international affairs of the American Jewish Congress `The
meaning of the new UN convention on the elimination of all forms
of racial discrimination'; information paper on the convention for
the World Jewish Congress; bibliographical references

1971-80
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IJA 200.40
MS 237 2/78

Conscientious objection: newspaper cuttings, some in French 1970-2

IJA 200.5
MS 237 2/79

Convention on religious tolerance: newspaper cuttings in Italian;
journal articles; memorandums of the World Jewish Congress

1965-85

IJA 201
MS 237 2/80

National legislation and judicature on human rights: newspaper
cuttings, including one each in French and German; bibliographical
reference

1968-77

IJA 201(19)
MS 237 2/81

Russia - universal declaration on human rights: newspaper cuttings
and articles, some in Russian; translations of reports; Radio Liberty
research report; United nations paper, in Russian; bibliographical
reference

1971-9

IJA 201(19)
MS 237 2/82

Russia - human rights covenants: newspaper cuttings and articles,
some in Russian; circular of the National Conference on Soviet
Jewry; notes; translation of report; Amnesty International report

1973-89

IJA 201(19)
MS 237 2/83

Russia - CSCE final act: newspaper cuttings, some in Russian;
journal articles; translations of reports; bibliographical reference

1976-89

IJA 201(19)
MS 237 2/84

Russia - studies on the final act and human rights: newspaper
cuttings and articles, some in Russian; articles, some in Russian;
Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Oslo report to the parliament;
hearing before the commission on security and cooperation in
Europe on the implementation of the Helsinki accords; Radio
Liberty research reports; printed booklets, including The rights and
freedoms of Soviet citizens; translations of reports; bibliographical
references

1973-89

IJA 201(19)
MS 237 2/85

Russia - Human rights committee: newspaper cuttings, some in
French, German or Hebrew script; memorandums from B'nai B'rith
International to the World Jewish Congress; press release; Radio
Liberty report; IJA research reports; memorandums on the
compliance of the Ukrainian SSR to the international covenant on
civil and political rights in relation to the Jewish minority; extracts
of committee reports; reports to the committee; records of sessions
of the committee; audio tapes of the statement of Russia to the
human rights committee

1975-89

IJA 201(19)
MS 237 2/86

Russia - human rights, citizens, foreigners and borders: newspaper
cuttings, some in German or Russian; journal articles; booklet on
the legal status of foreign citizens in Russia; legislation, in
Russian; Radio Liberty research reports; translations of reports,
articles; notes; bibliographical reference

1977-86

IJA 202
MS 237 2/87

Civil and political rights: newspaper cuttings; journal articles;
Hansard; memorandums from the American Jewish Congress;
summary and analysis of civil rights and civil liberties decisions of
the United States supreme court; bibliographical references

1968-85

IJA 202.1
MS 237 2/88

Citizenship, nationality, naturalisation: newspaper cuttings and
articles, one in French; journal articles; copies of British
nationality acts; copy of the British nationality bill; JIAS
information bulletin

1948-81

IJA 202.3
MS 237 2/89

Freedom of residence: newspaper cuttings, one in French 1974-82
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IJA 202.31
MS 237 2/90

Asylum: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; journal
articles; papers relating to a convention on territorial asylum;
bibliographical references

1971-82

IJA 202.32
MS 237 2/91

Freedom of migration: newspaper cuttings; press release;
international commission of jurists paper `The conclusions of
Banglore of freedom of movement'; reports and papers, some in
French, of the Uppsala colloquium on the right to leave and to
return; bibliographical references

1968-77

IJA 202.4
MS 237 2/92

Freedom of religion: newspaper cuttings including one in Italian;
journal articles, including one each in French and Hebrew script;
articles of the convention on the political rights of women;
correspondence, papers and commission on international affairs
paper on the draft law to extend freedom on religious observance
in Spain; decision by the Oregon circuit court; press release;
typescript copy of a paper by J.J.Lador-Lederer `The lay law on
religious freedoms and the canons of response'; bibliographical
references

1952-78

IJA 202.4(19)
MS 237 2/93

Freedom of religion - Russia: newspaper cuttings and articles,
including some in French, German or Hebrew script; journal
articles; translations of reports and legislation; Foreign and
Commonwealth Office background paper; Radio Liberty;
bibliographical reference

1939-91

IJA 202.41
MS 237 2/94

Shechita: newspaper cuttings, some in German or Hebrew script;
journal articles, some in French; pamphlets for shechita; copies of
correspondence; transcripts of broadcasts relating to shechita;
`Zum schaechtverbot in der schewiz'; Hansard; Council of Europe
explanatory report on the European convention for the protection
of animals for slaughter; resolutions of the First European
Conference on the protection of farm animals; articles in English
and French on a Council of Europe directive on the stunning of
animals before slaughter

1968-87

IJA 202.42
MS 237 2/95

Calendar reforms: newspaper cuttings some in French or German;
letter

1966-76

IJA 202.5
MS 237 2/96

Freedom of speech: newspaper cuttings; article, in French;
bibliographical references

1973-4

IJA 202.51
MS 237 2/97

Salman Rushdie: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in French
or German; journal articles; booklet on the Rushdie affair; text of
monitored broadcasts; transcript of a BBC2 television programme

1988-9

IJA 202.6
MS 237 2/98

Freedom of the press: newspaper cuttings, some in French or
German

1973-88

IJA 202.7
MS 237 2/99

Harold Soref case: newspaper cuttings 1974

IJA 202.8
MS 237 2/100

Right of children: newspaper cuttings; articles on child care 1973-5

IJA 202.9
MS 237 2/101

Right of women: newspaper cuttings, some in German; journal
articles; press release; United Nations convention on the
elimination of all forms of discrimination against women; articles
of the convention on the nationality of married women;
information paper on a United States Supreme Court decision on
sex discrimination; Hansard; bibliographical references

1971-85
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IJA 202.90
MS 237 2/102

Women's liberation: newspaper cuttings, one in French; journal
articles; bibliographical references

1971-87

IJA 203
MS 237 2/103

Social equality: newspaper cuttings; United Nations statement;
bibliographical reference

1966-73

IJA 203.1
MS 237 2/104

Equality in labour opportunities: copy of a paper prepared by the
International Labour Office ̀ Recent aspects of the examination of
problems concerning the equality of opportunity and treatment in
the fields covered by the international labour organisation'

1971

IJA 203.3
MS 237 2/105

Social security: bibliographical reference 1973

IJA 203.4
MS 237 2/106

Education opportunities: newspaper cuttings; paper `Equalizing
educational opportunity in New York public schools'

1960, 1985

IJA 204
MS 237 2/107

Slavery, forced labour: journal articles; press releases; report for
the United Nations Working Group on Slavery

1977-86

IJA 205
MS 237 2/108

Violation of human rights: newspaper cuttings; journal articles;
excerpts of reports on Libya; copy of an Amnesty International
document on detention camps in Argentina; bibliographical
references

1972-86

IJA 206
MS 237 2/109

Discrimination, equality before the law: newspaper cuttings and
articles, some in German or Hebrew script; press releases; journal
articles; Hansard; text and amendments to the British race
relations bill; reports on United States Supreme Court decisions;
background paper for a Special European conference on instances
of anti-Semitism; text of addresses; memorandums; bibliographical
references

1960-79

IJA 206.1
MS 237 2/110

Racial discrimination: newspaper cuttings; journal articles; press
releases; newsletters; National Council for Civil Liberties report;
report on a decision of the United States Supreme Court decision;
Home Office paper; text of the British immigration act, 1971;
pamphlets; correspondence; American Jewish Committee research
report `Food prices in negro slums'; extracts from and reports of
the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination; Radio
Liberty research report; bibliographical references

1967-88

IJA 206.11
MS 237 2/111

Apartheid: newspaper cuttings and articles including some in
French or Hebrew script; journal articles; Foreign and
Commonwealth Office paper; reports of committees against
apartheid to the United Nations; United Nations papers;
translations of reports; bibliographical references

1965-86

IJA 206.2
MS 237 2/112

Religious discrimination: newspaper, JTA and press service
cuttings, some in French, German or Russian; journals articles; text
of monitored broadcasts; Radio Liberty research reports;
Commission on Human Rights background paper; bibliographical
references

1959-86

IJA 206.20
MS 237 2/113

Jewish action against racial and religious discrimination: copies of
lists of petitions and statements presented to the World Jewish
Congress or committees, 1920-69 and of reports of activities of the
World Jewish Congress, 1950-4, 1970-3: copies all 1974;
newspaper cuttings; journal articles; bibliographical reference 

1971-6

IJA 206.6 Racial and religious prejudice, intolerance: newspaper cuttings, 1966-86
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MS 237 2/114 some in German; journal articles, one in Russian; proceedings of
a conference on religion and the teaching of human relations; copy
of a United Nations working paper on intolerance; United Nations
statement on race and racial prejudice; pamphlet; bibliographical
references 

IJA 206.9
MS 237 2/115

Civil rights: newspaper cuttings; pamphlets, including one relating
to civil rights legislation in the United States of America; text of an
address by Gus J.Solomon, Chief Judge, United States District
Court, to the World Jewish Congress `The Jewish role in the
American civil rights movements'; bibliographical references

1953-81

IJA 207
MS 237 2/116

Incitement to racial and religious hatred: newspaper cuttings;
correspondence; article in German; notes on legislation in Canada
to curb "hate propaganda"

1962-79

IJA 207.1
MS 237 2/117

Defamation, libel, offensive definitions of the term "Jew":
newspaper cuttings, including one in German; a survey of English
dictionaries in their definition of the word "Jew"; correspondence;
journal article; paper ̀ La eliminacion de las acepciones peyorativas
del diccionario de la real academia espanola'

1963-75

IJA 207.9
MS 237 2/118

Legislation against incitement to racial and religious hatred:
correspondence; journal articles, including some in French;
judgement in a case before the court of appeal of New Zealand;
abstract and contention of a thesis on organised racial incitement
and the law; text of an act to amend the criminal code before the
House of Commons of Canada; paper ̀ The Council of Europe and
measures against incitement to racial and religious hatred and
violence' by I.J.Linton; proceedings of the Council of Europe;
bibliographical reference

1966-86

IJA 207.90
MS 237 2/119

Race relations act, Great Britain: newspaper, JTA and press service
cuttings, some in French; journal articles; pamphlet; House of
Commons official reports on the bill; `Observations on the public
order act and seditious libel'; Society of London lawyers report of
the race relations committee; correspondence

1965-85

IJA 209
MS 237 2/120

Protection of human rights: World Jewish Congress report on the
United Nations seminar on `The protection of human rights of
national, ethnic and other minorities'; journal article; conclusions
of a European conference on the individual and the state;
bibliographical reference

1968-79

IJA 209.2
MS 237 2/121

Ombusman: newspaper cuttings 1968

IJA 209.3
MS 237 2/122

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights: journals
articles; typescript papers on the history of the post and the
international convention against the taking of hostages;
memorandums; pamphlet; bibliographical reference

1966-86

IJA 209.30
MS 237 2/123

United Nations seminar on the protection of human rights: notes
and report for the World Jewish Congress

1974

IJA 21
MS 237 2/124

Minority rights, minority policy, national minorities: newspaper
cuttings, one in French; journal articles, one each in Spanish and
Hungarian; Minority rights group papers, newsletters and poster;
text of annual Minority rights group lectures; report by David
Marshall of the constitutional commission on minority rights and
the governemnt's reaction; report of the Royal Commission on

1971-82
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bilingualism and biculturalism; bibliographical references

IJA 210
MS 237 2/125

National minorities: journal article 1981

IJA 210.1
MS 237 2/126

Prevention of discrimination of minorities: extract from a journal 1970

IJA 211
MS 237 2/127

Minority job quotas: newspaper cuttings; journal articles;
bibliographical references

1972-4

IJA 215
MS 237 2/128

Violation of minority rights: newspaper cuttings; journal article, in
Hungarian; memorandum from the World Jewish Congress; paper
`The suppression of minorities in the Arab countries';
bibliographical reference

1972-9

IJA 22
MS 237 2/129

Indemnification: newspaper cuttings, in German; journal articles;
press digests, in German; correspondence, estimates, some in
German; two memorandums, one in French; World Jewish
Congress paper `Indemnification for the Austrian Jewish Nazi
victims'

1961-71

IJA 220
MS 237 2/130

Indemnification - West Germany: newspaper cuttings and articles,
some in German, Hebrew script or Hungarian; journal articles;
typescript paper by J.Ortar `Die durchfuehrung der
wiedergutmachung in Israel ihre problem und Auswirkungen';
correspondence; ̀ Germany's obligations arising out of World War
II and the Nazi regime'; bibliographical references

1955-86

I J A
220.0:16(10)
MS 237 2/131

Jewish claims against Germany - appeal to the British government:
typescript paper; press digest, in German

1951, 1971

IJA 220.1
MS 237 2/132

Luxembourg agreements: newspaper articles, in German; press
release; IJA research report; first draft of a paper by Nicholas
Balabkins `Reparation for crime'; typescript of chapters four and
five of a book by Balabkins

c.1972-82

IJA 220.2
MS 237 2/133

Conference of Jewish material claims against Germany: newspaper
and JTA cuttings, including one in German; correspondence, some
in German; transcript, in German, of an interview with the
President of the World Jewish Congress; typescript paper on
restitution and compensation; press release; report by Jacob
Robinson `The claims conference and Yad Washem';
memorandums; outline of Jewish claims; memorandums, papers,
budgets, reports, summary of applications, of the annual meetings
of the board of directors; bibliographical reference

1958-86

IJA 220.3
MS 237 2/134

United Restitution Organization (URO): circulars, accounts and
budgets, comptroller's reports, some in German

1964-81

IJA 224
MS 237 2/135

Compensation for property: newspaper cuttings, one in French;
copy of the text of an agreement between the British and Polish
governments relating to money and property

1949-73

IJA 224.01
MS 237 2/136

Jewish trust Corporation for Germany: circulars; agendas; minutes
of meetings; accounts; reports

1968-75

IJA 224.1
MS 237 2/137

Austria: letter, in German; `Liste mit einer beschreibung des im
Gerwahrsam des Bundesdenkmalamites befindlichen und in der
Anlage zum Bundesgesetz'

1969
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IJA 224.30
MS 237 2/138

Greece: `notes sur l'organisme OPAIE'; report on the position
regarding Jewish heirless property

1962, 1971

IJA 224.31
MS 237 2/139

Switzerland: newspaper cutting relating to funds of Jewish victims
of the Nazis

1974

IJA 225
MS 237 2/140

Compensation for expellees: newspaper cuttings, some in French,
German or Hebrew script; journal articles; press release; paper by
Dr S.J.Roth `German indemnification for victims of Nazi
persecution', 1965; text of an agreement between the British and
German governments concerning compensation for United
Kingdom nationals who were victims of national socialist measures
of persecution; World Jewish Congress paper on recent
developments concerning German compensation for Jewish Nazi
victims, 1962; reports in English and German, on meetings to
discuss compensation and restitution

1950-86

IJA 225(41)
MS 237 2/141

Compensation from expellees - Jews from Arab countries:
newspaper and JTA cuttings, including some in German; paper by
M.K.Mordecai Ben-Porath `Introduction and background to the
organization of representatives of Jews from Arab countries'; press
release; bibliographical references

1975-80

IJA 225.0
MS 237 2/142

Compensation for expellees - West Germany: newspaper and JTA
cuttings and articles, some in French or German; paper `The
problem of Jewish material claims against Germany restitution,
compensation and reparations' by Dr Nehemiah Robinson

1961-86

IJA 225.00
MS 237 2/143

Compensation for expellees - East Germany: newspaper cuttings
and articles, mainly in German; notes, in French; paper by 
`German indemnification for victims of nazi persecution' Dr
S.J.Roth, 1965; memorandum; bibliographical references

1965-72

IJA 225.1
MS 237 2/144

Compensation for expellees - Austria: newspaper cuttings; journal
article, in German; paper ̀ Indemnification for the Austrian Jewish
Nazi victims' by Dr F.L.Brassloff

1961-87

IJA 225.2
MS 237 2/145

Compensation for expellees - Eastern Europe: newspaper cuttings;
journal articles; statutory instruments on foreign compensation;
extract from Hansard; copy of Beziehungen DDR-UdSSR

1955-82
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IJA 225.3
MS 237 2/146

Compensation for expellees - tax exemption: newspaper cutting
relating to tax exemption granted to the pensions of victims of Nazi
persecution residing in Great Britain

1986

IJA 226
MS 237 2/147

Reparations: newspaper cuttings, some in German; bulletin
articles; text of monitored broadcasts; text of an agreement on
reparation from Germany on the establishment of an inter-allied
reparation agency and on the restitution of monetary gold;
bibliographical reference

1966-86

IJA 226.0
MS 237 2/148

Reparation - West Germany: three newspaper cuttings, one each in
English, German and Hebrew script; bibliographical reference

1972-88

IJA 226.1
MS 237 2/149

Reparation - East Germany: newspaper cuttings, some in German;
journal articles, some in German; typescript paper by
A.L.Easterman `German reparations to world Jewry'

1972-8

IJA 23
MS 237 2/150

Legal equity - legal systems of countries: copies of articles, in
German, relating to Austria; covering letter; text, in French and
English, of the second colloquium on the co-ordination of judicial
systems of Eastern and Central Europe; bibliographical references

1971-80

IJA 24
MS 237 2/151

International organisations: newspaper cuttings, some in German;
journal articles; Foreign and Commonwealth Office background
paper on the Commonwealth and its value

1970-85

IJA 241
MS 237 2/152

International organisations - officials: bibliographical references 1970, 1977

IJA 242
MS 237 2/153

United Nations: newspaper, JTA and press service cuttings and
articles, some in French, German or Portuguese; reports from the
general assembly; journal articles, some in German or Spanish;
press digests, in German; press releases; correspondence;
memorandums; address of Shimon Peres on the fortieth
anniversary of the general assembly; `The United Nations at 40:
121 ways to improve'; background paper for the American Jewish
Committee; `Ad hoc groups on United States policy towards the
United States'; text, in French, of a statement by Mr Allon; two
Israeli embassy at London papers `Defamation at the United
Nations' and `Anti-Zionist campaign at the United Nations';
statement by Claude Levy, representative of the World Jewish
Congress, to the special committee of International NGOs on
human rights; World Union of Jewish Students papers on zionism,
the United Nations and the right of national self determination;
translations of reports; bibliographical references

1966-87

IJA 242.0
MS 237 2/154

United Nations charter: newspaper cuttings, some in French or
German, one in Hungarian; journal articles; press release;
bibliographical references

1969-85

IJA 242.1
MS 237 2/155

United Nations - general: newspaper cuttings, some in French,
German or Hebrew script; journal articles; typescript report by
E.Steinberg on the general debate, 1978; Israel and the 1978 UN
General Assembly: a handbook for Canadians, 1978; reports on
sessions of the general assembly; resolutions adopted by various
committees; text of monitored broadcasts; memorandums;
background papers by the Israeli embassy, Washington; text of
speeches; bibliographical references

1967-86

IJA 242.1
MS 237 2/156

United Nations - General Assembly sessions 18-27: sessions
papers; reports; agendas

1963-73
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IJA 242.1
MS 237 2/157

United Nations - General Assembly emergency session 5: session
papers

1967

IJA 242.1
MS 237 2/158

United Nations - committees: committee papers; press releases 1965-72

IJA 242.1
MS 237 2/159

United Nations - information: press releases 1971-5

IJA 242.2
MS 237 2/160

United Nations - General Secretary and secretariat: newspaper and
JTA cuttings, including some in French or German; printed report
by the Secretary General Kurt Waldheim on the work of the
organisation; press release; bibliographical reference

1971-82

IJA 242.3
MS 237 2/161

United Nations - Security Council: newspaper and JTA cuttings,
including some in French or German; journal articles, one in
Spanish; text of resolutions; Board of Deputies briefing paper for
meeting with Members of Parliament on resolution 242 of the
Security Council; text of monitored broadcasts; press releases;
memorandum; bibliographical references

1967-86

IJA 242.4
MS 237 2/162

United Nations Economic and Social Council sessions 37-52:
sessions papers; official records; reports

1964-72

IJA 242.4
MS 237 2/163

United Nations Economic and Social Council: resolutions adopted 1961-76

IJA 242.4
MS 237 2/164

United Nations Economic and Social Council: newspaper and JTA
cuttings, including some in French; journal articles;
correspondence; memorandums; papers on the composition of
ECOSOC; excerpts of a statement; resolutions

1954-80

IJA 242.40
MS 237 2/165

United Nations Economic and Social Council Commission on the
Status of Women sessions 20-4: sessions papers; reports; list of
names and addresses of members of the commission

1967-70

IJA 242.400
MS 237 2/166

United Nations Economic and Social Council committee of non-
governmental organisations: summary records of meetings; reports
by the Secretary General; international agreements of interest to
non-governmental organisations; conference papers; final report of
a conference on disarmament; World Jewish Congress
memorandum

1961-73

IJA 242.41
MS 237 2/167

United Nations Commission on Human Rights: newspaper and
JTA cuttings, including some in French, German or Russian;
journal articles; correspondence; memorandums; summary records
of sessions; press releases; statement by Max Melamet of the
World Jewish Congress to the United Nations; statement by
Ambassador Eytan Ronn; copy of a statement of Christians,
Muslims, religious leaders and clergy living and working in Israel,
with a list of signatories attached; IJA papers relating to the
creation of the post of Commissioner for Human Rights, including
a draft paper of a special committee for the study of proposal
regarding the United Nations Commission for Human Rights 

1966-79

IJA 242.41
MS 237 2/168

United Nations Commission on Human Rights - Working group to
study the proposal to create the institution of a United Nations
High Commission for Human Rights: analytical and technical
study and prepared by the Secretary General

30 Dec 1966

IJA 242.41 United Nations Commission on Human Rights - Ad Hoc committee 1967
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MS 237 2/169 on periodic reports: study and evaluation paper of the periodic
reports; summary of actions taken by the Commission on Human
Rights with regard to the periodic reports; summary records of
meetings

IJA 242.41
MS 237 2/170

United Nations Commission on Human Rights - Ad Hoc working
group of experts set up under resolution 2(XXIII) of the
Commission on Human Rights: summary records of meetings;
notes by the secretariat; records of testimony

1967-9

IJA 242.41
MS 237 2/171

United Nations Commission on Human Rights - sessions 21-30:
sessions papers; agendas; periodic reports; reports and
memorandums of the Secretary General; summary records of
meetings; press release

1965-74

IJA 242.41
MS 237 2/172

United Nations Commission on Human Rights - sessions 21-6:
draft resolutions; press releases

1965-70

IJA 242.41
MS 237 2/173

United Nations Commission on Human Rights - sessions 22-31:
printed reports and supplements to reports on the sessions

1966-75

IJA 242.410
MS 237 6/174

United Nations Commission on Human Rights Sub-commission on
prevention of discrimination and protection of minorities - general:
newspaper and JTA cuttings, one in French; memorandums;
reports on sessions; bibliographical reference

1967-86

IJA 242.410
MS 237 2/175

United Nations Commission on Human Rights Sub-commission on
prevention of discrimination and protection of minorities - sessions
17-27: sessions papers; provisional agendas; papers by Secretary
General; summary records of sessions

1964-74

IJA 242.411
MS 237 2/176

International Conference on Human Rights - preparatory
committee: summary records of meetings; study on measures taken
within the United Nations in the field of human rights; notes by the
Secretary General 

1966-8

IJA 242.411
MS 237 2/177

International Conference on Human Rights, Teheran: provisional
agenda; draft rules of procedure; supplements to the study by the
Secretary General; notes and reports by the Secretary General;
summary records of meetings

1968

IJA 242.412
MS 237 2/178

International convention on the elimination of all forms of racial
discrimination: printed declaration; reports; reports of meetings;
rules of procedure; press releases; review of developments during
the international year for action to combat racism and racial
discrimination; journals; printed memorandum submitted by the
Secretary General on the main types and causes of discrimination

1949-70

IJA 242.50
MS 237 2/179

United Nations conference on law of sea: newspaper cuttings and
articles, some in French; press releases; Radio Free Europe and
Radio Liberty research reports

1974-81

IJA 242.70
MS 237 2/180

International Court of Justice: newspaper and JTA cuttings;
magazine article; booklet on the International Court of Justice;
bibliographical reference

1970-85

IJA 242.90
MS 237 2/181

United Nations world population conference: brochure; copies of
WPY bulletin

1973-4

IJA 243
MS 237 2/182

International institutions: two newspaper cuttings, one in German;
article, in French; correspondence of the World Jewish Congress

1956-76
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IJA 243.1
MS 237 2/183

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation -
general: newspaper and JTA cuttings and articles, some in French,
German, Italian, Russian or Hebrew script; journal articles;
memorandums; reports including from sessions and UN assessment
project study reports; sessions papers, some in French; report
`Actions of 20th (1978) UNESCO general conference on Middle
East issues' by Sidney Liskofsky; declaration on race and racial
prejudice adopted by UNESCO press releases; liste du patrimoine
mondial; correspondence; copy of The courier; recommendation
against discrimination in education; report on the implementation
of the convention and recommendation against discrimination in
education; bibliographical references

1956-87

IJA 243.1
MS 237 2/184

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation -
conference, sessions: lists and calendars of meetings and
conferences; newspaper cuttings, some in French; sessions papers,
agendas, lists of delegates, draft resolutions, reports; notes and
papers of Dr Eppler

1975-84

IJA 243.1
MS 237 2/185

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation -
international non-governmental organisations: lists of
organisations; reports; opening address; circulars; background
papers; press releases

1968-75

IJA 243.1
MS 237 2/186

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation -
international non-governmental organisations working parties:
minutes; reports

1968-76

IJA 243.1
MS 237 2/187

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation -
Director General: text of addresses, appeals and reports by Director
Generals

1968-76

IAJ 243.1
MS 237 2/188

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation -
governments' attitude: newspaper, JTA and press service cuttings,
some in French, German, Polish or Hebrew script; correspondence;
lists of membership of committees; bibliographical reference

1974-6

IJA 243.1
MS 237 2/189

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation -
public reaction: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French,
German or Hebrew script; paper for an intergovernmental meeting
of experts; memorandums; correspondence, some in French or
German; text of protest letter published in The times; press
releases; bibliographical reference

1974-6
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IJA 243.1
MS 237 2/190

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation -
comments, articles: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French,
German or Hebrew script; journal articles, one in Danish;
UNESCO features; bibliographical reference

1974-9

IJA 243.1
MS 237 2/191

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation -
periodical section: bibliographical references

1975

IJA 243.2
MS 237 2/192

International Labour Organisation: newspaper, JTA, JCNS and
other press service cuttings, some in French, German, Hebrew
script or Russian; journal article; circulars; text of monitored
reports; records of sessions; bibliographical references

1969-86

IJA 243.3
MS 237 2/193

World Health Organisation: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings,
some in German or Hebrew script; journal article; memorandums;
press release, in French; report of the Special committee of experts
appointed to study the health conditions of inhabitants of occupied
territories; text of monitored reports; bibliographical reference

1975-86

IJA 243.35
MS 237 2/194

Population plan: newspaper cuttings; UNESCO poster 1974

IJA 243.4
MS 237 2/195

United Nations peace keeping force: newspaper, JTA and JCNS
cuttings, some in German; background paper; text of monitored
reports; bibliographical references

1973-87

IJA 243.41
MS 237 2/196

United Nations special committee on peace keeping operations:
summary record of meetings

1970

IJA 243.410
MS 237 2/197

United Nations special committee on the question of defining
aggression: newspaper cutting; reports of committee and working
group; note by Secretary General; memorandum by secretariat;
press release

1967-74

IJA 243.411
MS 237 2/198

United Nations ad hoc committee on international terrorism:
printed report

1973

IJA 243.5
MS 237 2/199

United Nations Food and Agricultural Organisation: newspaper
and press service cuttings, including one each in French and
Spanish; Council of Europe consultative assembly report on
political co-operation between the states of Western Europe;
circulars; testimony before the Ad Hoc Senate committee hearings
on world hunger

1970-6

IJA 243.6
MS 237 2/200

International Civil Aviation Organisation: newspaper, JTA and
other press service cuttings; paper by the Israeli embassy for the
ICAO assembly in Rome concerning air safety and air terrorism;
bibliographical references 

1970-6

IJA 243.60
MS 237 2/201

IATA [International Air Traffic Authority ?]: bibliographical
reference

1970

IJA 243.7
MS 237 2/202

United Nations special conferences - including human settlement
(habitat), crime prevention, racism and racial discrimination:
newspaper, JTA, JCNS and other press service cuttings, some in
French, German, Russian or Italian; journal articles; circulars;
correspondence; reports, including a report by the UNCTAD
secretariat on financial cooperation among developing countries;
press releases; background papers on the PLO including a `List of
crimes committed by PLO leaders through Arab terrorist
organisations constituent to PLO'; text of monitored reports;

1963-84
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bibliographical references

IJA 243.9
MS 237 2/203

Funds and other United Nations subsidiary bodies: newspaper
cuttings, one each in French or German; text of monitored reports;
UNICEF annual general meetings papers; circulars; bibliographical
reference

1971-86

IJA 243.90
MS 237 2/204

United Nations population conference: newspaper cuttings, one in
French; press releases; United Nations assessment project study
report on population policy; journal article; bibliographical
reference

1974-84

IJA 243.91
MS 237 2/205

World bank: newspaper cutting 1974

IJA 245.0
MS 237 2/206

Central Treaty Organisation (CENTO): newspaper and JTA
cuttings, including one in Hebrew script

1976-8

IJA 245.1
MS 237 2/207

Council of Europe: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French,
German or Hebrew script; reports, recommendations and
resolutions, guidelines, declarations, final act of the parliamentary
assembly, some in French; reports on the assemblies; Secretariat
memorandum by the Directorate of Human Rights; journal articles;
correspondence, some in French; circulars; Forward in Europe;
bibliographical references

1966-80

IJA 245.2
MS 237 2/208

Organisation of American States: newspaper cuttings, some in
French; journal articles; text of monitored broadcasts; letter of the
World Jewish Congress; copy of the statute of the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights; typescript report by Dr Natan
Lerner of an interview with the Argentine ambassador to the
Organisation of American States

1963-80

IJA 245.20
MS 237 2/209

Organisation of African Unity - general: newspaper cuttings, some
in French, German or Hebrew script; journal articles, some in
French; journal; text of monitored broadcasts; memorandums;
background papers; draft resolutions; address by the Director
General of UNESCO; summary of a study by Susan Aurelia
Gitelson `Chad - Quadafi's challenge to Africa and the west';
bibliographical references

1963-88

IJA 245.20
MS 237 2/210

Organisation of African Unity - summit: newspaper and JTA
cuttings, some in French or Hebrew script; IJA research report;
memorandum with a report on the 1979 summit by Susan Aurelia
Gitelson; text of monitored broadcasts and report; press release

1979

IJA 245.3
MS 237 2/211

International military organisations: newspaper cutting; journal
article; text of monitored broadcast

1972-4

IJA 245.31
MS 237 2/212

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO): newspaper cuttings
and articles, some in French, German, Polish or Hebrew script;
journal article; journals; Foreign Affairs Research Institute papers
on NATO and the new Soviet threat and the dangers of European
security in Salt II; booklets; extracts from Hansard text of Atlantic
Association speech; press bulletin, in German; bibliographical
references

1973-87

IJA 245.310
MS 237 2/213

South East Asia Treaty Organisation: newspaper cuttings 1974

IJA 245.4 European organisations: newspaper cuttings, in French 1986-7
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MS 237 2/214

IJA 245.41
MS 237 2/215

European Economic Community: newspaper, JTA and JCNS
cuttings and articles, some in French, German or Hebrew script;
journal articles, some in Italian or German; statements, some in
French; extracts of Hansard and European legislative papers;
information papers; text of monitored reports; bibliographical
references

1972-85

IJA 245.410
MS 237 2/216

European parliament: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in
French or German; pamphlet and journals; text of and fact sheet on
President Reagan's address to the European parliament; press
dossiers, analyses of results, bulletins on elections; list of members
of the parliament; IJA research report; press releases; circulars;
memorandum; extracts from parliamentary debates; bibliographical
references

1976-86

IJA 245.51
MS 237 2/219

Commonwealth: newspaper cuttings and articles; Commonwealth
heads of government review meeting commiqués and summary
records

1973-87

IJA 245.6
MS 237 2/218

Red Cross: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in French or
German; typescript paper on relations between the Red Cross and
Magen David Adom; press release; text of monitored broadcast;
journal articles; bibliographical reference

1967-88

IJA 245.60
MS 237 2/219

Magen David Adom: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French
or German; press digest, in German; statement by Ruth Lapidoth
about Magen David Adom; press releases; circular; Federation
Suisse des communautes israelites aide de memoire, in French;
correspondence; Bulletin on Magen David Adom's first
international conference; bibliographical reference

1970-81

IJA 245.600
MS 237 2/220

Red Crescent Society: three newspaper cuttings, one in French;
journal article

1970-4

IJA 245.7
MS 237 2/221

United Nations High Commission for Refugees: sessions papers,
reports, agenda, notes, resolutions; background paper; pamphlet;
HCR bulletin

1966-70

IJA 245.71
MS 237 2/222

United Nations special committee on the politics of apartheid of
the government of the Republic of South Africa: list of members,
alternates and observers; summary records of meetings

1967-71

IJA 245.9
MS 237 2/223

Non-governmental organisations: newspaper cuttings, some in
German; journal article; correspondence; press release; list of non-
governmental organisations in consultative status with the United
Nations Economic and Social Council in 1981; statement of
Claude Levy of the World Jewish Congress; provisional agenda,
list of participants, message from the Secretary General of the
United Nations, press release, report, statements and resolutions of
the twelfth assembly of the World Veterans Federation, 1967;
bibliographical reference

1967-87

IJA 245.90
MS 237 2/224

International Commission of Jurists: newspaper cuttings, some in
French or Hebrew script; leaflet, publication list; World Jewish
Council memorandums

1968-86

IJA 245.91
MS 237 2/225

Legal protection of human rights: two newspaper cuttings, one in
German

1977
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IJA 245.910
MS 237 2/226

Inter-parliamentary union: newspaper, JTA, JCNS and other press
service cuttings, some in French, German, Hebrew script or
Russian; text, in Russian, of meeting; Inter-parliamentary bulletin;
circulars; press releases; bibliographical reference

1975-80

IJA 245.92
MS 237 2/227

Non-governmental organisations (Jewish): journal articles;
memorandums from the World Jewish Congress; letter with a
typescript paper setting out information about the World Jewish
Congress; ̀ Memorandum by on-governmental organisations on the
two draft additional protocols to the Geneva convention, 1949',
1974; correspondence; bibliographical reference

1969-82

IJA 25
MS 237 2/228

International law: journal articles, some in French; IJA research
report; memorandum on research on international law; note on
interpretation of statutes; copies of treaties between Great Britain
and Yugoslavia and Romania; bibliographical references

1949-82

IJA 250
MS 237 2/229

International legislation - compensation for victims of Nazi
aggression and copyright: newspaper cuttings, some in German or
Hungarian; press digest in German; text of monitored report;
booklets on copyright

1968-71

IJA 251
MS 237 2/230

Laws of war: journal articles; bibliographical references 1967-85

IJA 251.1
MS 237 2/231

International law of civil wars and human rights: bibliographical
references

1973, 1976

IJA 245.51
MS 237 2/232

Defining aggression: newspaper cuttings; printed article in
German; bibliographical reference

1969-74

IJA 251.2
MS 237 2/233

International humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts: two
newspaper cuttings, one in German; two journal articles

1974-7

IJA 252
MS 237 2/234

Treatment of prisoners: text of Amnesty International report on the
treatment of certain prisoners by Israel; statements by the Israeli
ambassador in London; transcript of a BBC broadcast on the report

1970

IJA 252.3
MS 237 2/235

War on civilians: bibliographical reference 1973

IJA 253
MS 237 2/236

Geneva convention: three newspaper cuttings, one each in English,
French or German; journal articles; paper `Les protocoles
additionnels aux conventions de Genevé du 12 Août premières
observations' by Pietro Verri; bibliographical reference

1968-78

IJA 253.1
MS 237 2/237

Geneva convention in the light of the Israeli occupation of the west
bank: bibliographic reference

1973

IJA 253.11
MS 237 2/238

Geneva convention - article 3 on the protection of war victims:
typescript paper concerning article 3; bibliographical reference

1979

IJA 253.2
MS 237 2/239

Geneva convention - visits to prisoners of war: newspaper cuttings,
some in French or German; journal articles; press release ̀ The high
price of freedom'

1970-85

IJA 253.21
MS 237 2/240

Geneva convention - prisoners of war: newspaper cuttings, some
in French or German; journal articles; bibliographical references

1973-80

IJA 253.3
MS 237 2/241

Geneva convention - protection of civilian population in time of
war: newspaper cutting, in German; journal articles, one in French

1972-6
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IJA 253.31
MS 237 2/242

Geneva convention - ratification of protocols relating to the
protection of civilian population: two newspaper cuttings, one in
French; journal articles; bibliographical references

1972-85

IJA 255.0
MS 237 2/243

Agreement on ending the war and restoring peace in Vietnam:
supplement to Moscow news

1973

IJA 255.1
MS 237 2/244

Role of United Nations in peace keeping: newspaper cuttings;
journal article; bibliographical reference

1965-72

IJA 255.10
MS 237 2/245

International treaties and humanitarian law: journal article;
pamphlet; bibliographical reference

1971-2

IJA 256
MS 237 2/246

Disarmament: newspaper cuttings and articles; journal articles, one
in German; report on Chancellor Helmut Schmidt proposing steps
for disarmament published by the German embassy in London;
committee report; text of addresses by the Archbishop of
Canterbury; World Council of Churches statements on nuclear
weapons and disarmament; pamphlet; letter from the Ministry of
Defence and text of lecture by Sir Arthur Hockerday; information
papers; bibliographical references

1968-87

IJA 257
MS 237 2/247

Arms embargo: newspaper cuttings; journal articles; text of
monitored broadcasts; IJA research report on boycotts;
bibliographical reference

1970-84

IJA 259
MS 237 2/248

Recognition of Israel: JCNS cutting; bibliographical references 1968, 1972

IJA 259.79
MS 237 2/249

Law of sea: newspaper cuttings; bibliographical reference 1966, 1973-4

IJA 26
MS 237 2/250

Electoral processes: newspaper cutting; leaflet and paper; journal
article, in German; typescript paper `The electoral college - if it
ain't broke don't fix it'; bibliographical reference

1968-88

IJA 261
MS 237 2/251

Constitutions: newspaper cuttings, including one each in French
and German; text of monitored broadcast; bibliographical reference

1970-3

IJA 262
MS 237 2/252

Church and state relations: newspaper cuttings and articles, some
in French, Hebrew script or Italian; journals and magazine articles;
press releases; American Jewish committee information papers;
bibliographical references

1967-87

IJA 27
MS 237 2/253

European relations: newspaper and JTA cuttings, including one
each in German and Polish

1966-7

IJA 270
MS 237 2/254

German relations with others: magazine article and bibliographical
reference

1967

IJA 272
MS 237 2/255

Division of Europe: newspaper cutting 1973

IJA 29
MS 237 2/256

Crime: newspaper cuttings; journal articles; American Jewish
Committee paper ̀ Jews and crime in the cities'; booklet setting out
details of a case in the Supreme Court of the United States of
America; booklet The anatomy of crime by Lisa Hirsh;
bibliographical references

1967-73

IJA 290
MS 237 2/257

Criminal codes: newspaper and press service cuttings, in French or
Spanish; bibliographical reference

1973, 1977
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IJA 290.0
MS 237 2/258

Capital punishment: newspaper cuttings; journal articles; section
of Hansard

1970-82

IJA 291
MS 237 2/259

Treatment of prisoners: newspaper cuttings; bibliographical
reference

1970-5

IJA 291.1
MS 237 2/260

Amnesty International: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in
French or German; annual reports; text of monitored broadcasts;
transcript of a BBC broadcast on an Amnesty International report;
photocopy of Report from Amnesty International to the
government of Syrian Arab Republic; press releases, some in
French; list of journalists in prison, 1976; World Jewish Congress
circulars; report on prisoners of conscience in Eastern Europe;
revised constitution of the British section of Amnesty; leaflets;
minutes of an annual general meeting; bibliographical references

1968-87 

IJA 291.2
MS 237 2/261

International League for the Rights of Man: two newspaper
cuttings, one in Italian; The rights of man bulletin

1973, 1976

IJA 292
MS 237 2/262

Juvenile delinquency: newspaper cutting; two bibliographical
references

1971, 1973

IJA 293
MS 237 2/263

Violence: newspaper and JCNS cuttings, one in German;
programme for a conference; text of monitored broadcast; journal
article; IJA press survey paper; bibliographical references

1970-6

IJA 293.0
MS 237 2/264

Student demonstrations: newspaper cuttings; journal article;
bibliographical references

1970-8

IJA 295
MS 237 2/265

International court and criminal code: newspaper cutting, in
Spanish; typescript report, in French, of a congress, 1967; copy of
the charter of the International Military Tribunal; notes;
bibliographical references

1967-85

MS 237 2/266
IJA 295.2

International commission to investigate war crimes, crimes against
humanity: newspaper cutting relating to charges of torture of
prisoners; copy of notes on the establishment of war crimes
commission; bibliographical references

c.1971-4

MS 237 2/267
IJA 295.3

Crimes against humanity: newspaper cutting; typescript
`Memorandum on the draft convention on war criminals and
crimes against humanity'; bibliographical references

1967, 1975

MS 237 2/268
IJA 295.30

Genocide: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or
German; flyer for the BB journal; text of an article ̀ The concept of
genocide'; text of an article `La génocide dans la doctrine et la
léglislatino brésiliennes'; United Nigeria; extract of Hansard on the
police and criminal evidence bill; bibliographical references

1967-86

MS 237 2/269
IJA 295.300

Torture: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in German; articles
from JTA and JCNS; copy of an Amnesty International booklet
Syria: torture by the security forces and `file on torture: Syria';
United Nations booklet ̀ Outlawing an ancient evil: torture'; extract
from Hansard on torture; journal articles, some in German; Zionist
Federation of Great Britain and Ireland Chairman's newsletter;
typescript report, in French; statement by the Israeli embassy in
London about allegations of torture published in the Sunday times;
two bibliographical references

1976-86

MS 237 2/270
IJA 295.4

Terrorism - air piracy/hijacking: newspaper and JTA cuttings and
articles, some in French, German or Hebrew script; journals

1972-87
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articles, including one each in French, Spanish and Italian; extract
from the Official report of a speech by Lord Janner in the House
of Lords; extract from Hansard declaration, in Spanish, by the
Comite Represenativo de la colectividad israelita de Chile; text of
monitored broadcasts; text of papers `Political terrorism' by
Michael Comay and `The psychodynamics of terrorism' by Ian
Kent and William Nicholls to the Canadian psychiatric association
convention; photocopy of Zur frage des verhältnisses von Marx zu
Blanqui by D.B.Rjazanov; press releases; IJA research reports,
including one setting out data on terrorism against Jewish and
Israeli targets in Europe, 1980-5; pamphlets; Policy form with
remarks by Professor John Norton Moore on international law and
the first against terrorism; list of papers for a conference on
terrorism; Archhiv des völkerrechts; research paper on Palestinian
terrorism; bibliographical references

MS 237 2/271
IJA 295.40

Measures against terrorism - air piracy/hijacking: newspaper, JTA,
JCNS and other press service cuttings, some in French or Hebrew
script; journal articles; information sheets on the prevention of
terrorism act; press releases; IJA research report; extracts from
Hansard; typescript paper ̀ International efforts to curb terrorism';
report ̀ The omnibus anti-terrorism act'; bibliographical references

1969-88

MS 237 2/272
IJA 295.400

Terrorism connected with PLO or Arab countries: newspaper, JTA
and JCNS cuttings, some in French or German; text of speech by
President Reagan; text of the Sir George Bean memorial lecture
`International terrorism and its effect on western civilization' by
Lord Chalfont, 1980; journal article; text of monitored broadcast;
bibliographical references

1980-4

MS 237 2/273
IJA 296

Extradition: newspaper cuttings, one in French; magazine article,
in German; journal article; bibliographical references

1962-86

MS 237 2/274
IJA 296.1

Interpol: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in French or
German; journal articles; correspondence; minutes of talks with
Erwin Shuele, head of Central Office for Investigating Nazi Crimes
and Paul Dickopf, head of Department of the Bundeskriminalamt,
1962; bibliographical references

1961-84


